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Assume A is a normed linear space, B is a Banach space, and J A -P II is a 
mapping “approximately linear.” We solve the following Ulam problem: “Give 
conditions in order for a linear mapping near an approximately linear mapping to 
exist.” 
THEOREM. Let A be a normed linear space with norm (I.11, and B be a 
Banach space with norm 11. (I*. Assume in addition that f: A + B is a 
mapping such that f (tx) is continuous in t for each Jxed x. If there exists 
a: 0 < a < f and 6 > 0 such that 
Ilf(x +Y) - [J-(x> +f(JJ>lll* G 26 * Ilxll? * IIYIK (*I 
for any x, y E A, then there exists a linear mapping L: A + B such that 
IIf -L(xIh G c * Ilxll:” (**I 
foranyxEA, wherec=6/1-22”-‘. 
Uniqueness: Let M be a linear mapping, M: A -+ B, such that 
IIf - Wx)ll* G c’ * 1141:” (1) 
for any x E A, where b: 0 < b < 4 and c’ is a constant. Then 
L(x) = M(x) 
foranyxEA. 
Proof From (*), y = x implies 
Ilf(2x> - 2f(x>ll2 G 26 . IIXIrl 
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More generally, the following lemma holds. 
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(3) 
LEMMA 1. 
n-1 
Ilf(2” * x)/2” -f(x)l12 < 6 * 1 2i(2a-1) - Ilxll;” (4) 
i=O 
for some 6 > 0 and for any integer n. 
To prove Lemma 1 we work by induction on n. In fact, the case for n = 1 
is obvious from (3). We assume then that (4) holds for n = k, and claim that 
(4) is true for n = k f 1. Indeed, from (4), n = k, and 2x = z we find 
k-l 
Ilf(2k - z)/2k -f(z)ll* ,< 6 * 2 2i(2a-” * I(ZJI;“, 
i=O 
or 
k-l 
/[j-(2”’ ’ * X)/2k+ ’ -f(2x)/2[), < 6 * G 2”+“.‘2a-1’ ’ (IXII;a, 
i=O 
or 
I(f(2k+ ’ * X)/2k+ 1 -f(2x)/2(12 < 6. i 2i.(20-‘) * Ilxll;“. (5) 
i=l 
Therefore from (3) and (4) we get 
Il.Gk+’ * wk+’ -f(xIl2 
< Ilf(2”’ ’ * X)/2k+ ’ -.@x)PII, + llS(~Y2 -f@Il* 
< 6. i 2i.(.k-1) * Il4l? + 6 . Il4l:” 
i=l 
k 
= 6. r 2'.(20-') . Ilxlp 
i=O 
or (4) holds for n = k + 1, or 
Ilf(2k+’ * X)/2k+’ -f(x)l12 < 6 * i 2i.(20-‘) . Ilxll:“. (6) 
i=O 
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But 
n-1 
J1 2i.(Za 
ir, 
such that 
-1) 
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< f 2” 1 (20--1)= 1/1-22"-l=c, (7) 
i=O 
c=d*co. (7)’ 
Equations (3) and (6) yield (4) and therefore complete the proof of 
Lemma 1. On the other hand Lemma 1, (7), and (7)’ imply 
IlfP” * x)/2” -f(x)ll* < c * IbP (8) 
for any x E A and any integer n, and for some 6 > 0. 
LEMMA 2. The sequence (f(2” - x)/2”} converges. 
To prove Lemma 2 we use (8) and the completeness of B and prove that 
the sequence {f(2” a x)/2”) is a Cauchy sequence. In fact, if i > j > 0, then 
]]f(2’ * x)/2’ -j-(2’ * x)/2’]], = (l/2’) * ]]f(2’ * x)/2’-j -f(2j * x)11* (9) 
and if we set 2’ . x = h in (9) and employ (8) we get 
]If(2’ . x)/2’ -f(2’ * x)/2’]], = (1/2j) * ]lf(2i * x)/2’-j -f(h)l]z 
or 
lim ]lf(2’ * x)/2’ -f(2j . x)/2’]], = 0 (10) 
j-m 
because a: 0 < a < l/2. 
From (10) and the completeness of B we complete the required proof of 
Lemma 2. Therefore, we set 
L(x) = .‘ij% (j-(2” . x)/2”]. (11) 
It is clear now from (*) and (11) that 
IIS(2” . x + 2” . y) - (f(2” - x) +fQ” * Y)]ll2 < 26 * II 2” . XII’: . II 2” * Y II? 
or 
(l/2”) * ]]f(2” * x + 2” * y) - [f(2” * x) ff(2” * y)]ll2 < 26 * 22no-n * IIXII:” 
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or 
11 lim {f[2”.(x +y)]/2”)- !\$ [f(2”*x)/2”1- !\z [f(2”~YP”lII2 = 0 n-cc 
or 
11% +y> -L(x) -L(Y)ll* = 0 
for any x, yEA, or 
L(x + Y> = L(x) + L(Y) (12) 
for any x, yEA. From (12) we get 
L(q*x)=q*L(x) 
for any q E Q, where Q is the set of rationals. 
(13) 
LEMMA 3. Let B* be the space of continuous linear functionals and 
consider the mapping 
T: t--t d(L(tx)) or T:R-+R (14) 
such that 
T(t) = d(Wx)), (15) 
where d E B*, t E R and x E A, x is fixed. Then T is a continuous mapping. 
To prove Lemma 3 we work as follows. Let 
T,(t) = d(f(2” . t . x)/2”) (16) 
such that 
T(t) = .I\& [TAOI, (17) 
where x E A, x is fixed and t E R, d E B *. Then T,(t) are continuous and 
therefore T is measurable as the pointwise limit of continuous mappins T,,. 
Moreover, T is a homomorphism with respect o addition “+“, that is, 
Z-6 + Y) = T(x) + T( Y> (18) 
for any x, y E R. From (18) and the measurability of T the required result 
for T is implied and therefore we complete the proof of Lemma 3. 
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Lemma 3 and the fact that B* separates points of B yield the linearity 
OfL. 
However, if we take limits on both sides of (8) as n + co we obtain (**). 
Therefore we have proved the existence of a linear mapping L: A + B which, 
besides, satisfies (* *). It remains to show the uniqueness part of our 
Theorem. 
LEMMA 4. If (**) and (1) hold, then 
/[L(x) -M(x)j12 < c” * IIX/I:.s”p(a*b) (19) 
for any x E A, and c” a constant. 
The required result (19) follows immediately if we use inequalities (* *) 
and (1) and then apply the triangle inequality. 
From (19) and the fact that c” is any constant we get (2). Therefore the 
proof for the uniqueness part of our Theorem is also complete. Thus our 
Theorem above holds and at the same time gives the required conditions in 
order for a linear mapping near an approximately linear mapping to exist 
and be unique. 
COROLLARY. Suppose 
Ilf(x +y) - I./-(x> +f(Y)lllz < 6 * bw + IIYll:“l (20) 
for any x, yEA, a:O<a < 4, 6>0. Then (**) and (1) hold. 
Remark. We cannot deduce anything about the continuity of L. For 
instance, take for f a linear non-continuous mapping, f: A -+ B. 
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